Deep Learning to
fovia Inc. and Prwible Hoalth
announ<ed a new collaboration
to combine high-quality imaging
performance and accuracy with state-

Image Diagnostics Inc. (101) ilexS5 is a ~ 4X ~ M1d multi-modality monitor system.
With top surgical imaging capabilities in a mobile platform for hospitals and surge<y centers, the
technology offers superior clinical accuracy during gasttcontesbnal (Gil, gene<al. orthQPWic. spine and
vascular, and hybnd surgery. Imaging feat\Kes o( the llexS5 include: $5-lnch UHD 4K mon.tor on an
easy·to-move mobile platlo<m v.•th 2CMnch W<tJQI ~OISI)Uy one 4X mage or up to four 26-inch
HD images at one time; remote control video lo<matting; calilnted surgical color; integratw speake<
and U$8 charging station; and displays analog M1d digital signals from multiple sources.
lmogo Oiognostics Iwww.imagod~cO<n

of-the-art deep learning algorithms
to help physicians deliver better
care in the fight against cancer.

The collaboration combines Fovia"s
volume rendering with Predible's

deep learning. Predible's artificial
intelligence algorithms quickly and
accurately unlock hidden insights that
help physicians characterize diseases
to plan and deliver personalized
treatment. With Fovia's zero-footprint

XStream HOVR WebSDK, Predible is
able to offer physicians the quality
of high definition volume rendering,
F.A.S.T.Interactive segmentation,
and the ability to easily and
quickly examine, manipulate and
quantify imaging features. This is

accomplished through browser·
based software. regardless of where

the original data resides. Such
functionality boosts the confidence

that physicians place in algorithmaided treatment. thereby increasing
physician adoption- the primary
challenge facing the deployment of
data·driven medicine.
Fovia Inc. I www.fovia.com
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Client Outlook
its flagship d".agnostic M1d dinical image viewing platform. eUnity. The
platform easily integrates with a health institution's existing vendor neutral arch~ (VNA), picture
archiving and communication system (PACSJ. wortisl. electronic medical record (EMR)and
image sharing platforms. This allows hospicals and radiology groups to te.e<age existing. in-place
ecOsystems. eUnity runs in a cloud erwironment or in a complete virtual machine. without the need
for expensive GPU hardware.
Client OUtlook I www.cf~tntOU1look.alm
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